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             Introduction 
 The extracellular matrix (ECM) is present within all tissues 

and organs; it provides mechanical support and both guides 

and directs cell function.  1   The ECM is composed of two main 

classes of macromolecules: proteoglycans and fi brous proteins, 

with distinct hierarchical assemblies at various length scales.  2 , 3 

The hierarchical structure–function relationship of these bio-

polymers regulates the functions of cells, tissues, and organs. 

 In the context of biomaterials for regenerative medicine, 

proteins that can be used to construct scaffolds that mimic the 

structure and function of the ECM are of particular interest.  4 

Specifi cally, fi brillar proteins that are abundant components 

of the native ECM, such as collagen and fi bronectin (FN), are 

natural choices for tissue engineering applications.  5   –   7   Collagen 

is responsible for the structural support and elasticity of tissues.  8 

FN supports cell adhesion to the ECM, as well as cell migra-

tion, proliferation, and differentiation.  9 , 10   In addition to collagen 

and FN, silk proteins (originating from silkworms and spiders) 

have attracted considerable interest for tissue engineering 

applications because of their tailorable mechanical properties, 

good biocompatibility, and facile processability.  11   –   13   Critical to 

the function of these and other protein biopolymers is their 

ability to spontaneously assemble from smaller subunits into long 

uniform structures stabilized by many noncovalent interactions. 

In some cases, the dynamic features of these interactions are 

coupled with the capacity of the resulting fi brillar structures to 

rapidly polymerize and depolymerize and guide specifi c func-

tion through biomechanical and biochemical signals.  14   –   16   The 

intracellular fi bers known collectively as the cell’s cytoskeleton 

are the best example of the central functional role of highly 

dynamic fi brous structures. 

 The hierarchical self-assembly of proteins into well-defi ned 

structures has inspired research on artifi cial supramolecular 

architectures intended to mimic the function of native proteins. 

In these supramolecular assemblies, the monomeric units are 

held together by multiple noncovalent intermolecular interactions 

such as hydrogen bonding,  17   –   20   metal–ligand coordination,  21   –   23 

 π – π  stacking,  24   hydrophobic interactions,  25   and host–guest 

interactions.  26 , 27   Unlike covalent polymerization, all of these 

processes are highly reversible and dynamic, thus endowing 

the new polymer materials with many attractive properties. 

Such properties include a structurally responsive nature, easy 

synthesis and functionalization, and the possibility of incor-

porating an array of different ligands through co-assembly of 
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the building blocks.  28   Although a variety of building blocks 

have been employed to design bioinspired polymeric architec-

tures,  29 , 30   peptide-based supramolecular polymers are the most 

common. Peptide building blocks are ideal mainly because they 

are the primary signaling components in the ECM. Also, the 

peptide sequences are biocompatible and degradable and can 

be quickly and reliably synthesized. 

 In this article, we discuss the common structural features of 

the biopolymers collagen, FN, and silk and how their charac-

teristics have inspired the synthesis of peptide-based supramo-

lecular polymers as bioactive materials with tailored properties 

and customizable functions. We describe the use of these two 

classes of polymers for regenerative medicine and biomedical 

applications and address the remaining challenges for the design 

of future biomaterials for clinical applications.   

 Structure and organization of protein 
biopolymers 
 Nature provides many examples of structurally complex and 

functional architectures obtained by integrating multiple simple 

interactions that act in concert to produce the 

fi nal macromolecular compound. Proteins are 

an example of this design strategy. The base 

level of protein structure is the primary structure, 

a sequence of amino acid residues covalently 

linked together to form the linear backbone of 

the biomolecule. Although the arrangement of 

amino acid residues might seem rather simple, 

the primary structure prescribes the folding 

and higher-order conformation of the protein. 

The secondary structure describes the local con-

formation of the protein backbone. The hydro-

gen bonding of the peptide backbone can result 

in regular folding patterns such as  α  helices and 

 β  sheets. The folding of these peptide chains 

into tertiary structures is largely determined by 

hydrophobic interactions and contributions from 

disulfi de bonds. Some proteins are assembled 

from multiple polypeptide chains; the specifi c 

arrangement of these subunits into a multimeric 

molecule is defi ned as the quaternary structure 

of the protein (  Figure 1  , left). Taken separately, 

interactions such as hydrogen-bonding and 

hydrophobic interactions seem rather limited, 

yet when combined, they contribute to hierar-

chical self-assembly resulting in an impressive 

number of uniquely functional proteins.  34   This 

hierarchical assembly process is directly respon-

sible for the mechanical properties and bioactiv-

ity of protein biopolymers.     

 One of the most researched families of pro-

tein biopolymers is that of collagen, the main 

component of the ECM, which provides strength 

and elasticity to tissues, blood vessels, ligaments, 

and bone.  35   Collagen Type I, the most abundant 

collagen in the human body, supports and stabilizes the ECM 

as a whole, provides attachment sites for adhesion proteins 

and glycosaminoglycans, and interacts with the cytoskeleton 

to maintain dynamic exchange between the cell and the 

matrix. Collagen Type I consists of three polypeptides, 

so-called  α  chains with the repetitive sequence Gly-X-Y 

(called the GXY motif), where X and Y can be any amino 

acid, including glycine (Gly), proline (Pro), or hydroxypro-

line (Hyp). The three alpha chains assemble into a triple helix 

tertiary structure ( Figure 1 , left). The triple helices them-

selves assemble further into fi brils stabilized primarily by 

hydrogen bonding.  8 , 31 , 32   On the next hierarchical level, these 

fi brils assemble into supramolecular complexes, where differ-

ent tissues or organs contain fi brils of different diameters.  36 

In the cornea, for example, 20-nm-diameter collagen fibrils 

are arranged orthogonally to maintain its structure while 

retaining optical transparency.  36   In mature tendons, larger-

diameter (500-nm) fibrils align in parallel bundles to sup-

port the high tensile demands.  17   Thus, the repetitive primary 

structure of collagen, its coordinated self-assembly, and the 

  

 Figure 1.      Hierarchical self-assembly of (left) biopolymers and (right) supramolecular 

polymers. Both biopolymer folding and supramolecular polymer assembly start with a 

molecular design, coding for organization on several hierarchical levels. In the primary 

structure of collagen on the left, G represents glycine, and X and Y can be any amino 

acid, including glycine, proline, or hydroxyproline. In the primary structure of the peptide 

amphiphile on the right, A, K, and V represent the amino acids alanine, lysine, and valine, 

respectively. Second, the structures order based on local interactions with monomers: 

neighboring amino acids in the case of biopolymers or adjacent building blocks for 

supramolecular polymers. On a third level, the monomers act to form a three-dimensional 

structure such as a fi brillar protein or a supramolecular polymer. Finally, the fi brillar proteins 

can be organized with other proteins into a functional system. Similarly, self-assembled 

structures can be assembled hierarchically to form a superstructure. Portions of this fi gure 

were reproduced with permission from (left) Reference 31 (© 2008 Elsevier) and Reference 32 

(© 2007 Springer) and (right) Reference 33 (© 2010 Nature Publishing Group).    
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demands from its local microenvironment give rise to its 

ultimate biological function. 

 Another ECM protein, FN, is structurally and functionally 

different from collagen but exploits similar design principles 

to form fibrils. The FN primary structure contains three repeat-

ing  β -sheet structures, designated I, II, and III.  37   –   41   Two FN 

polypeptides associate into a dimer linked by disulfi de bonds. 

This association creates a series of paired ligand-binding 

domains, spaced at strategic points, with a high affi nity for 

cell membrane receptors, including integrins, and various other 

ECM components and factors (e.g., heparin sulfate, collagen,  42 

and fi brin). By binding collagen, FN stabilizes its overall 

scaffold structure, and by linking integrins, FN participates 

in the cell–matrix crosstalk that controls cell proliferation, 

migration, and differentiation. When FN recruits other glob-

ular molecules from the extracellular space, it initiates poly-

merization through noncovalent bonding at its N terminus.  43 

Fibrillar FN is not static. Once it is coupled to cells, it can be 

rearranged, remodeled, and recycled to meet the demands of 

its local microenvironment.  44   A key feature of FN assembly 

into fibers is the molecule’s ability to undergo reversible con-

formational changes that convert soluble FN from its initial 

inactivated, compact conformation into a surface-activated, 

extended conformation. 

 Silks are a diverse class of protein biopolymers that are 

produced for use outside the physical environment of the 

organism and exhibit structure-dependent functional proper-

ties.  45   The silk proteins most extensively studied for regen-

erative medicine include materials naturally 

produced by spiders and silkworms, as well 

as engineered proteins whose sequences were 

inspired by such native silks  46   –   48   (  Figure 2  ). 

The major structural protein of silkworm 

( Bombyx mori ) silk is fibroin, an amphiphilic 

block copolymer with alternating repetitive 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains.  49   During 

fi ber spinning, fi broin proteins assemble into 

semicrystalline structures composed of  β -sheet 

crystallites and less-structured (or amorphous) 

regions.  50   Fibroins are spun by the silkworm 

into fi bers of  ∼ 10–25-µm diameter  51   ( Figure 2a ). 

These fi broin-based fi bers are coated and 

cemented together by a second family of glue-

like proteins called sericins to produce a cocoon 

that provides a protective environment for the 

silkworm to undergo its metamorphosis into a 

moth. Purifi cation of stable aqueous fi broin solu-

tions from these cocoons is straightforward and 

allows for the generation of regenerated fi broin 

materials in a variety of forms, including fi lms, 

fi bers, and foams.  51 

 The silk dragline fi ber produced by spi-

ders contains several high-molecular-weight 

proteins (spidroins) that are organized in three 

domains: a large central repetitive core and two 

nonrepetitive terminal domains  52   ( Figure 2b ). The overall 

structure of the central core of these spidroins is reminis-

cent of the semicrystalline block copolymer organization of 

B. mori  silk, but there are differences between the two 

materials. Spidroins contain sequence motifs that fold into 

less-ordered helical and  β -spiral confi rmations that contrib-

ute to the extensibility and, thus, toughness of the protein 

fi ber.  53   Polyalanine blocks form crystalline  β -sheet struc-

tures that serve as strong intermolecular cross-links, and the 

crystalline content and crystallite size correlate with the 

strength of the silk fi ber.  54   Nonrepetitive N- and C-terminal 

domains have a globular structure and play a critical role in 

the storage of the proteins and the assembly of fi bers during 

spinning.  11   Signifi cant advances in the recombinant production 

of spidroin-inspired proteins have facilitated the generation 

of designer silk-like proteins for biomedical research.  55 , 56 

 Although the structures of collagen, FN, and silk pro-

teins are distinct, each biopolymer contains repetitive 

sequences and domains stabilized by noncovalent bonds 

that contribute to the bulk mechanical properties of the 

fibers or networks they form. These properties enable pro-

teins to assemble into hierarchical structures with functions 

that depend on their ordered arrangements. Their abilities 

to self-assemble in defi ned ways, respond to specifi c environ-

mental stimuli, and adapt to mechanical loads have inspired 

the development of supramolecular polymers that mimic 

core “design principles” of structural proteins for a variety 

of applications.   

  

 Figure 2.      Hierarchical organization of silk fi bers. (a) Structure of silk fi bers comprising 

silk cocoons produced by the silkworm ( B. mori  ). The silk fi ber is composed of fi bers 

of fi broin, a structural protein, held together by sericins, glue-like proteins. The fi broin 

fi bers are produced from smaller-diameter nanofi brils made from assembled fi broin 

proteins. The fi broin proteins fold into a semicrystalline morphology during spinning, 

being organized into highly crystalline  β  sheets and less-ordered domains. (b) Structure 

of spider dragline silk. The spider dragline thread is composed of small silk fi brils. 

The fi brils are composed of structural proteins (spidroins) that assemble into  β -sheet 

nanocrystals and a semiamorphous phase during spinning. (a) Reproduced with 

permission from Reference 46. © 2002 Nature Publishing Group, and Reference 47. 

© 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Reproduced with permission from Reference 48. 

© 2010 Nature Publishing Group.    
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 Bioinspired supramolecular polymers: Structure 
and assembly 
 The hierarchical organization of proteins remains an ongoing 

inspiration for scientists seeking new methods for obtaining 

elaborate molecular assemblies. Supramolecular polymerization, 

which exploits noncovalent interactions including hydrogen-

bonding and  π – π  interactions  57   to direct the self-assembly 

of molecular units, is a powerful approach to constructing 

such assemblies. The noncovalent interactions make this class 

of polymers unique, as they allow the rapid transformation of 

the material by (locally) breaking and re-forming the nonco-

valent bonds between monomers. Moreover, the materials can 

be molecularly engineered to achieve specifi c features such 

as biodegradability or bioactivity. As for biopolymers, the 

organization of supramolecular polymers starts with a molec-

ular design that encodes the properties of the fi nal assemblies 

( Figure 1 , right). The noncovalent bonds between neighboring 

monomers result in the formation of a stable nucleus. The nuclei 

grow further to form an ensemble of many molecules, through 

the process of self-assembly, resulting in polymer growth. 

On the next hierarchical level, these polymers can interact 

with one another to form higher-order hierarchical assemblies. 

As for proteins, although the local interactions between the 

basic subunits are often simple, these interactions lead to com-

plex architectures over various length scales. 

 Supramolecular polymers can be divided into two major 

classes: random-coil and ordered.  58   The fi rst 

class is reminiscent of an unfolded protein but 

formed by noncovalent interactions. Meijer and 

co-workers studied random-coil supramolec-

ular polymers, yielding an interesting class 

of materials with properties similar to those 

of regular polymers but with the dynamics of 

supramolecular assemblies.  59   The second class 

involves the formation of one-dimensional 

nanoarchitectures with a high degree of inter-

nal order (ordered supramolecular polymers) 

and was developed and extensively studied in the 

laboratories of Stupp,  60   –   63   Aida,  64   and others.  65 , 66 

Ordered supramolecular polymers all share 

a common feature: The self-assembly of the 

monomers is driven by at least one type of 

anisotropic interaction, typically hydrogen-

bonding or  π – π  interactions. These anisotro-

pic interactions are the driving force to form 

one-dimensional structures, thereby creating 

polymer-like assemblies. The design of peptide-

based ordered supramolecular polymers relies 

mainly on using conserved amino acid sequences 

that retain many of the molecular character-

istics of the native protein  67   or using peptide 

sequences that adopt secondary structures, such 

as the  β -sheet.  68 

 The use of protein-derived peptides enables 

the structural properties of the native protein to 

be mimicked using shorter peptide sequences. For example, 

collagen-mimetic peptides that contain the triad amino acid 

repeats Gly-Hyp-X and Gly-X-Hyp (where X is usually Pro)  69 

were employed to elucidate the triple-helix structure and the 

stabilization effects of different amino acid residues,  70   as 

in native collagen. Hartgerink and co-workers designed and 

synthesized self-assembling peptides that form collagen-like 

triple helices with sticky overhangs that direct their assembly 

into longer fi bers and eventually self-supporting hydrogels, 

recapitulating the hierarchical self-assembly of natural collagen.  67 

In addition to collagen-mimetic peptides, silk-mimetic peptides 

bearing the morphological features of the natural protein have 

been synthesized and used to study its secondary structural 

propensities and folding into an elongated confi rmation.  71 

 A different category of ordered supramolecular polymers 

includes short peptide sequences whose self-assembly is driv-

en by electrostatic interactions and  β -sheet formation.  72   For 

instance, the RADA16 motif, a 16-fold repetition of the four 

amino acid residues arginine (R), alanine (A), aspartic acid (D), 

and alanine (A), has an alternating cationic–hydrophobic–

anionic–hydrophobic peptide sequence.  73   –   75   Complexation of 

the opposing charges allows the formation of strong  β  sheets, 

resulting in the formation of ordered supramolecular polymers 

(  Figure 3  a). These fi bers are able to entangle and form hydrogels 

under physiological conditions, rendering them useful in the 

context of regenerative medicine.  77   In addition to RADA16 

  

 Figure 3.      Self-assembly of supramolecular polymers. (a) Molecular design of RADA16. 

The alternating cationic–hydrophobic–anionic–hydrophobic sequence forces assembly 

into ribbons, as evidenced by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (inset). (b) Molecular 

design of peptide amphiphiles (PAs). A hydrophobic tail and  β -sheet domain drive self-

assembly into supramolecular polymers. The charged domain ensures solubility of the 

fi bers. PA supramolecular polymers can be complexed with an anionic biopolymer to 

form hierarchically organized constructs. (c) Molecular design of Fmoc-YL-OMe and 

Fmoc-YL-OH, where Fmoc is the  N -(fl uorenyl-9-methoxycarbonyl) protecting group, 

Y is the amino acid tyrosine (Tyr), and L is the amino acid leucine (Leu). The hydrophobic 

Fmoc group and uncharged peptide render Fmoc-YL-OMe insoluble in water. Only upon 

hydrolysis to Fmoc-YL-OH is the charge balance favorable for assembly into fi bers, as 

evidenced by AFM (inset). (a) Reproduced with permission from Reference 74. © 2013 

American Chemical Society, and Reference 75. © 2007  PloS One . (b) Reproduced with 

permission from Reference 63. © 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Reproduced with 

permission from Reference 76. © 2010 Nature Publishing Group.    
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and collagen-mimetic peptides, many other underivatized self-

assembling peptides exist and have been discussed in various 

reviews.  78 

 Stupp and co-workers developed a prominent example of 

ordered supramolecular polymers. Adding a hydrophobic tail 

to one end of a peptide sequence resulted in the formation of 

a peptide amphiphile (PA) ( Figure 3b ).  60   –   63   The hydrophobic 

tail renders the peptide insoluble in water, and, as a result, the 

monomers aggregate upon dispersion in aqueous solutions. 

Two domains in the peptide sequence prevent the aggregates 

from forming amorphous precipitates. The fi rst domain consists 

of amino acids with a high  β -sheet-forming propensity and 

is directly attached to the hydrophobic tail. These anisotropic 

interactions ensure that the molecules assemble into supra-

molecular polymers.  79   The second domain contains charged 

amino acids and is attached to the  β -sheet-forming domain. 

These charges render the fi bers water-soluble. A fourth peptide 

domain can be attached to the charged domain to give the fi ber 

functionality, such as a cell-binding domain  80   or a catalytically 

active domain.  81 

 Another example of functionalizing peptide sequences to 

drive self-assembly involves the addition of hydrophobic aro-

matic domains, such as the  N -(fl uorenyl-9-methoxycarbonyl) 

(Fmoc) protecting group. This hydrophobic group can drive 

the self-assembly of extremely short peptide sequences  82   to 

form fi bers.  83   The addition of Fmoc dramatically decreases 

the concentration needed to form supramolecular polymers 

or hydrogels,  84   making it more suitable as a biomaterial. In 

addition, the use of non-natural amino acid sequences allows 

for the creation of materials with functionalities that are not 

natively available in biology. For instance, Hirst et al. coupled 

the self-assembly of Fmoc-Tyr-Leu (where Tyr is tyrosine 

and Leu is leucine) to the hydrolytic activity of subtilisin 

( Figure 3c ).  76   This enzyme can hydrolyze the methyl esters 

of Fmoc-Tyr-Leu-OMe, thereby creating Fmoc-Tyr-Leu, which 

subsequently assembles into supramolecular polymers. Not 

only does this approach allow for the external triggering of self-

assembly, it also creates a system in which the self-assembly 

rate can be controlled by the amount of enzyme present. The 

rate of self-assembly infl uences the morphology of the resulting 

supramolecular polymer and, thereby, its material properties. 

 Using supramolecular polymers, researchers have studied 

the relationship between molecular design and self-assembled 

structure and their effects on the material properties. For instance, 

Stupp and co-workers showed that the rigidity of a supramo-

lecular polymer  85   or the cohesiveness of the fi bers  86   can be 

tuned by introducing minor mutations in the peptide domain of 

PA molecules. Better understanding of such molecular design 

and structure relationships is crucial for the resulting functional 

properties and could allow researchers to induce different cell 

behaviors and fates.  87 

 Just as native protein folding across multiple length scales 

leads to the formation of macroscopic protein networks, 

supramolecular polymers can also be organized on higher 

length scales. For example, PA molecules were hierarchically 

assembled in perpendicularly aligned monodomain gels.  33 

The ordering within this hierarchical construct took place 

over several length scales. 

 A different hierarchically ordered supramolecular system 

involved the ordering of a hybrid system of PA nanofi bers and 

an oppositely charged biopolymer  88   ( Figure 3b ). A mixture of 

these two components resulted in the formation of nanofi ber 

bundles aligned perpendicular to the diffusion barrier at the 

interface of the two solutions. The fi nal structure was a hier-

archically ordered membrane with a thickness on the order 

of 2–20 µm that was organized on two different levels. First, 

PA molecules were assembled into supramolecular polymers, 

and second, the supramolecular polymers were aligned per-

pendicular to the membrane.  89   The length scale of such con-

structs was not limited to macroscopic sacs or membranes, but 

rather, the structures could be downscaled by injecting micro-

droplets of biopolymer solution into a bath of supramolecular 

polymers using a picospray setup.  90   This processing technique 

resulted in cell-sized hierarchically organized membranes, 

rather than macroscopic structures. Moreover, using a micro-

emulsion technique, the length scale could be decreased even 

further to supramolecular-polymer-decorated particles with 

a diameter of only hundreds of nanometers, ideal for drug-

delivery purposes.  91 

 Peptide-derived supramolecular polymers offer great fl ex-

ibility for applications in regenerative medicine, as the self-

assembled structures provide the main structural components 

and various amounts of surface decoration with bioactive 

or signaling ligands can be doped into the structure. Control 

over the amino acid sequence allows the formation of domain 

structures with predisposed assembly at scales well beyond 

the length of the amino acid blocks. Controlling the peptide 

sequence or modifying the amino acids with different motifs 

enables the formation of fi bers at the multinanometer scale and 

gels or higher hierarchical structures at micron and larger 

length scales. The dimensions of the resulting supramolecular 

assemblies enable them to mimic some of the components of 

the ECM and direct cell behavior.   

 Protein biopolymers and supramolecular 
polymers as biomaterials for regenerative 
medicine 
 Regenerative medicine aims at developing therapies for the 

repair or replacement of tissues and organs, thereby restoring 

function impaired by congenital defects, diseases, trauma, 

or aging.  92   One of the goals in this fi eld is the development of 

functional scaffolds that provide the microenvironment for the 

growth of cells and tissues. Cells in their natural environment are 

constantly signaled by surrounding factors to adhere, migrate, 

proliferate, or differentiate. These signaling molecules can 

be loosely divided into two groups: soluble factors, including 

growth factors and small molecules, and insoluble signaling 

cues that are covalently or noncovalently attached to the ECM. 

Therefore, in addition to providing physical support, an ideal 

engineered scaffold would regulate the delivery of bioactive 
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factors and participate in signaling to control cell behavior and 

support tissue structure, growth, and function. In this context, 

protein biopolymers and bioinspired supramolecular polymers 

are ideal candidates to fulfi ll these requirements because of 

their biocompatibility, degradability, mechanical properties, 

and signaling capability. 

 The engineering of delivery matrices composed of bio-

polymers or supramolecular polymers has attracted extensive 

research efforts because of the critical role of growth factors 

in controlling cellular functions and their ability to elicit tis-

sue regeneration. Precise control over the signaling of these 

factors in space and time could allow control of a regenerative 

process.  29   To this end, the natural interactions between ECM 

proteins and growth factors, specifi cally the growth-factor-

binding sites of FN,  93 , 94   enable the use of these domains as a 

generic approach for delivering growth factors. For example, 

a multifunctional recombinant fragment of FN was engineered to 

integrate a fi brin-binding domain and a growth-factor-binding 

domain. This multifunctional domain enabled the co-delivery 

of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)  95   and platelet-

derived growth factor (PDGF-BB) and induced angiogenesis 

at low doses, whereas growth factors delivered without the FN 

fragment had no signifi cant effect.  94 

 Alternatively, different biopolymers, including fibronectin, 

collagen, and silk, have been used to encapsulate or immobilize 

growth factors by exploiting electrostatic or other secondary 

interactions between the biopolymers and the growth factors. 

For instance, silk has been studied as a potential material to 

deliver a growth factor able to stimulate the nervous system, 

thereby facilitating the treatment of peripheral nerve injury 

(PNI).  96   For successful nerve regeneration after PNI, the axons 

from the severed nerves need to bridge the gap between the 

two stumps and restore the original connections.  97   To increase 

the success rate, the axon growth can be stimulated by neural 

growth factors (NGFs) and guided through physical (contact 

guidance) and chemical (neurotropism) mechanisms. However, 

the inherent instability of growth factors  in vivo  poses a chal-

lenge. They are also sensitive to degradation during process-

ing and formulation of scaffolds. Therefore, protection and the 

sustained release of growth factors from silk fi broin scaffolds 

have been studied to overcome this challenge. 

 A great advantage of using fi broin to create such bioma-

terials is its water solubility and ability to form insoluble 

scaffolds under relatively mild conditions.  98 , 99   Such benign 

aqueous processing allows for the production of relatively 

sophisticated materials, such as fi broin nerve-guiding con-

duits loaded with NGF for peripheral nerve repair (  Figure 4  a). 

NGF-loaded fi broin matrices exhibit sustained release of 

the growth factor for weeks and support the adhesion of 

PC12 cells. Furthermore, silk fi broin scaffolds, loaded with 

NGF, can support adhesion and promote neurite outgrowth 

of dorsal root ganglion neurons.  102   In addition to NGF, silk 

scaffolds have been studied for the controlled release of 

insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) and bone morphogenetic 

protein 2, resulting in the  in vitro  differentiation of human 

mesenchymal stem cells into chondrocytes and osteoblasts, 

respectively.  103 

 Alongside biopolymers, supramolecular polymers are also 

attractive for the delivery of biological factors. Delivery of bio-

active factors can be achieved by chemically immobilizing 

or physically encapsulating them into supramolecular polymer 

matrices, preventing their denaturation. Their release can be 

controlled by the degradation rate of the matrices,  104   their diffu-

sion through the polymer construct,  105   or external triggers.  106 

 In one example, the controlled release of a growth factor 

from a protected reservoir that relies on biotin/streptavidin 

interactions was explored.  100   In this approach, peptides were 

biotinylated, and the resulting biotin-decorated supramo-

lecular polymers then facilitated the binding of tetravalent 

streptavidin molecules that could, in turn, coordinate bioti-

nylated IGF-I ( Figure 4b ). The binding of growth factors to 

the supramolecular polymers protected them from enzymatic 

degradation and allowed for prolonged growth-factor delivery 

and activity. To demonstrate the effi cacy of this strategy, the 

supramolecular polymers were tested in a cell-based therapy 

using a myocardial infarction mouse model. IGF-I tethered 

to the supramolecular polymer was injected together with 

cardiomyocytes (heart muscle cells) into the infarct zone 

and resulted in a signifi cantly improved systolic (contractile) 

function of the heart as compared to untethered growth factor. 

This demonstrated that prolonged release of growth factors by 

noncovalent binding to a supramolecular polymer can support 

cell therapies. 

 Although growth factor delivery matrices show promise 

in controlling different cellular and regeneration processes, the 

clinical applications of these proteins are hindered by short 

degradation half-lives, immune-related side effects, and high 

costs. An attractive strategy for overcoming some of these chal-

lenges is to identify the peptide sequence of the growth factor 

that binds the cell receptors and attach it to the supramolecular 

polymer. The peptide domain activates the targeted membrane 

receptors in the proximity of the scaffold and avoids the use of 

growth factors. For instance, D’Andrea et al. designed a peptide 

sequence based on the crystal structure of VEGF bound to its 

transmembrane receptor.  107   This binding sequence was coupled 

to different supramolecular polymers,  108 , 109   and the resulting 

scaffolds were able to mimic the action of VEGF without 

using the actual growth factor. Stupp and co-workers showed 

that when the VEGF-mimetic sequence was attached to a PA, the 

survival, proliferation, and migration of human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells were signifi cantly improved, as compared to the 

use of the unmodifi ed supramolecular polymer or the peptide 

by itself.  101   The potential of the VEGF-mimetic PA as a therapy 

for ischemic disease was evaluated using the mouse-hind limb 

ischemia model ( Figure 4c ). An improvement in tissue salvage 

and enhanced motor function and blood perfusion were found 

after intramuscular injection of these supramolecular polymers, 

as compared to injection of just the bioactive peptide. 

 Beyond the ability to deliver soluble signals to the environ-

ment, biomaterials for regenerative medicine need to be able 
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to signal cells to undergo different processes such as adhesion, 

proliferation, migration, and differentiation. Cell adhesion is 

the biomimetic function most commonly incorporated in bio-

material design. Initially, this was achieved by merely coating 

scaffolds with biopolymers known to promote cell adhesion 

and spreading.  110 , 111   Biopolymers such as FN,  112   laminin,  113 

vitronectin,  114   tenascin,  115   and certain collagens  116   are known 

to facilitate cell adhesion and spreading through conserved 

amino acid sequences such as RGDS (Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser, where 

Arg is arginine, Gly is glycine, Asp is aspartic acid, and Ser is 

serine) that can be recognized by the transmembrane integrin 

proteins. In the case of FN, integrin recognition and polymer 

self-assembly are reciprocal: Whereas cell adhesion depends 

on interaction with the FN matrix, FN matrix formation 

can occur only after soluble FN interacts with integrins on 

the cell surface (  Figure 5  a).  117   Although this process is not 

fully understood, FN polymerization can be divided into two 

phases: nucleation and subsequent elongation. It is hypoth-

esized that the binding of the RGDS sequence in FN drives 

nucleation, as recombinant FN that lacks the sequence cannot 

form fi brils.  120   Integrin binding to the RGDS sequence initi-

ates an intracellular cascade resulting in the formation of focal 

  

 Figure 4.      Strategies for the release of growth factors. (a) Growth-factor release by physical entrapment in a nerve conduit. (i) Photographs 

and scanning electron microscope images of the nerve conduit. (ii) Sustained release of neural growth factor (NGF) from the scaffolds. 

(b) Sustained release of proteins through noncovalent interactions between the scaffold and the growth factor. (i) Scheme of the 

supramolecular interaction among biotinylated insulin-like growth factor (IGF), streptavidin, and a biotinlyated peptide as evidenced 

by (ii) atomic force microscopy. (iii) Ventricular dilation, as measured by the difference in ventricular volume between days 1 and 21 after 

an induced myocardial infarction was not observed for rats with cells embedded in the IGF–nanofi ber construct. (c) Sustained growth-

factor effi cacy by mimicking the active site of the growth factor. (i) Molecular design of vascular endothelial growth factor- (VEGF-) mimetic 

peptide. (ii) Cryogenic transmission electron microscope image of the supramolecular polymers formed by the VEGF-mimetic PA. (iii) 

Tissue salvage score according to the hind limb ischemia model showing a signifi cantly higher tissue salvage for animals treated with 

VEGF-mimetic PA. (iv) Laser Doppler perfusion imaging shows signifi cantly higher perfusion ratios for the VEGF-mimetic PA as compared to 

controls. (a) Reproduced with permission from Reference 99. © 2007 Elsevier. (b) Reproduced with permission from Reference 100. 

© 2006 National Academy of Sciences. (c) Reproduced with permission from Reference 101. © 2012 National Academy of Sciences.    
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adhesions (cell–matrix adhesion points) allowing cells to 

attach and exert force on the surrounding matrix.  121   This 

feature is extremely useful, as it permits the incorporation 

of these sequences into synthetic systems, thus rendering 

them bioactive.     

 The most commonly applied peptide is the RGDS sequence, 

which has been incorporated into various polymers to render 

them bioactive.  122   For the scope of this article, we focus only 

on examples of bioactivation of silk and supramolecular poly-

mers with peptide cues. In the context of silk, Kaplan and 

co-workers showed that fi broin fi lms can be chemically deriva-

tized with RGD. These fi lms were found to signifi cantly upreg-

ulate bone formation as compared to controls without RGD.  123 

It was also shown that porous silk scaffolds functionalized 

with RGD can induce osteogenesis of human mesenchymal 

stem cells (differentiation into bone-forming osteoblasts).  124 

  

 Figure 5.      Strategies for signaling cells using biopolymers or supramolecular polymers. (a) Native cell-signaling peptides can be identifi ed 

from extracellular matrix proteins, such as the RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp, where Arg is arginine, Gly is glycine, and Asp is aspartic acid) sequence 

in fi bronectin. (b) (i) The RGD cell-signaling domain can be genetically engineered to be expressed by silkworms in the fi broin L-chain to 

signifi cantly enhance cell adhesion compared to that in wild-type fi broin. Photographs of regenerated cartilage stained by (ii) Safranin-O or 

(iii) collagen Type I immunostaining show enhanced cartilage regeneration on fi broin with RGD. (c) RGD can also be covalently engrafted 

on supramolecular polymers, such as (i) a PA construct. In this specifi c case, RGDS (Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser, where Ser is serine) is attached by 

a photocleavable linker. (ii) Upon irradiation with UV light, the PA supramolecular polymers in the fi brous network shed their RGDS functional 

groups, rendering them biologically inactive. (iii) Cells immobilized on the PA construct before (PA 2) and after (PA 2 [UV]) exposure to 

UV light as imaged by confocal microscopy. (a) Reproduced with permission from Reference 41. © 2011 Springer. (b) Reproduced with 

permission from Reference 118. © 2010 Elsevier. (c) Reproduced with permission from Reference 119. © 2012 American Chemical Society.    
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In conjunction with RGD functionalization, the surface pat-

terning of silk facilitates the control of cell alignment on scaf-

folds.  125   Such work shows the power of bioactivation and the 

potential of silk as a biomaterial for tissue reconstruction. 

 Scaffolds fabricated from recombinant silk proteins have 

also produced encouraging results in enabling attachment and 

growth of cells  in vitro. 126   The recombinant production of 

silk-inspired proteins allows for fl exibility in the engineer-

ing of the protein sequence. For example, new proteins can be 

designed utilizing repetitive domains drawn from silkworm or 

spider silks in combination with sequences such as RGD.  127   –   130 

Kambe et al. genetically fused the RGD sequence into the silk 

fi broin light chain.  118   To study whether the RGD was acces-

sible for cells, researchers found more attached chondrocytes 

(cartilage-producing cells) on the RGD fi broin as compared to 

wild-type fi broin ( Figure 5b ). The success in the application 

of silk fi broin in tissue engineering and the biomedical fi eld in 

general has seeded considerable interest in the further devel-

opment of these materials for medical devices and therapeutic 

treatments. Silk fi broin mesh structures (e.g., SERI Surgical 

Scaffold, from Allergan) are currently in clinical use as bio-

resorbable surgical scaffolds. In addition to its use as a fi ber, 

a number of companies are pursuing silk fi broin solutions or 

silk-based materials for soft-tissue repair, the treatment of 

osteoarthritis, cartilage repair (currently in clinical trials), 

vascular grafts, and nerve regeneration. Recombinant spider 

silk proteins are also being commercially developed for tissue-

engineering and wound-healing applications (e.g., AMSilk and 

Spiber Technologies). 

 Bioactivation of materials by incorporating bioactive cues 

can also be applied to supramolecular polymers. For instance, 

the previously mentioned RGDS peptide has been applied on 

self-assembling PAs,  131   Fmoc-peptide-based supramolecular 

polymers,  132   self-assembling DNA nanotubes,  133   and many 

others. Moreover, additional bioactive peptide sequences 

derived from collagen,  134   laminin,  80   and non-ECM proteins  135 , 136 

can also be used to increase the bioactivity of supramolecular 

polymers. 

 One goal when developing supramolecular polymers to 

mimic the ECM is to recapitulate the dynamic features of the 

native environment. Even though the ECM might seem static, 

ECM fi bers are constantly broken down by enzymatic degra-

dation, and new fi bers are secreted by the cells. This homeo-

stasis allows the tissue to change the composition of the ECM 

when necessary, for instance, in the case of wound healing or 

development. Although some supramolecular-polymer-based 

materials have been developed to mimic the native ECM 

dynamics,  119 , 137   this feature remains a challenge. For instance, 

Sur and co-workers bioactivated a supramolecular polymer 

with an RGDS cue using a photocleavable linker ( Figure 5c ). 

Fibroblast cells recognized the RGDS cue, resulting in spread-

ing, as expected. However, upon irradiation of the supramo-

lecular polymers with light, the cues were shed, resulting in a 

loss of bioactivity.  119   Although the dynamics in these examples 

and others  138 , 139   are in stark contrast to the dynamics found 

in vivo , these strategies open up pathways to materials that 

display bioactivity on demand.   

 Conclusions and outlook 
 The selection of a bioactive biomaterial for tissue engineering 

and regenerative medicine is of great importance, because its 

structure can determine the functionality of the tissue formed 

and, when used as a scaffold seeded with cells, it will greatly 

infl uence engraftment with host tissues. Overall, for a mate-

rial to serve as a synthetic ECM, a few basic requirements are 

necessary, especially biodegradability and biocompatibility. 

The degradation kinetics must be compatible with the rate 

of tissue regeneration and restoration of function, and the 

materials used need to have the necessary mechanical integ-

rity. The scaffold should also integrate and interact with the 

surrounding host tissues without eliciting an immunological 

response. Biomaterials and scaffolds must also allow easy dif-

fusion of nutrients and cellular waste products and allow cell 

penetration and tissue ingrowth/outgrowth depending on the 

application. Biomaterials for regeneration should guide the 

appropriate cell response, deliver the required soluble factors, 

recruit endogenous cells, and in most cases induce vasculariza-

tion. Finally, for biomaterials to be translated from the labora-

tory to the clinic, they should be easy to handle, manufacture, 

store, sterilize, package, and transport. 

 Proteins, peptides, and supramolecular polymers have 

emerged as attractive candidates for the fabrication of scaf-

folds for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. They 

exhibit benefi cial interactions with cells and have great poten-

tial as hydrogels. The mechanical properties, patternability, 

and biochemistry of ECM- and silk-derived proteins make 

these biomolecules ideal for the direction of cell behaviors, 

including adhesion, proliferation, migration, and differentiation. 

Scaffolds based on collagen and silk proteins have been shown 

to induce minimal immune and infl ammatory responses when 

implanted in the body,  140   –   142   are mechanically robust, and can 

be proteolytically degraded into nontoxic amino acids. 

 Silk fi broin derived from  B. mori  cocoons is a US Food and 

Drug Administration-approved biomaterial that is relatively 

inexpensive and widely available. The ability of silk fi broin to 

stabilize and deliver different molecules (e.g., growth factors, 

antibiotics, and vaccines) is of particular interest and holds 

tremendous promise for tissue engineering and other biomedi-

cal applications.  143 

 The properties of silk and collagen make these materials 

attractive for further advances in the manufacturing of tissue 

engineering scaffolds, includng additive manufacturing. Indeed, 

fi broin/collagen solutions have been successfully applied as the 

base materials in the bioprinting of chondrocyte cells.  144   These 

advances hint at the possibilities of collagen- and silk-based 

clinical tissue regeneration work and commercialization in the 

future. The recombinant production of collagen- and spidroin-

inspired proteins has progressed signifi cantly and allows for 

the engineering of designer proteins with multiple function-

alities. However, the high relative costs of these recombinant 
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proteins currently limit their availability to the greater research 

community. 

 As biomaterials, supramolecular polymers are versatile 

materials that can be designed to mimic specifi c aspects of 

biopolymers by utilizing noncovalent interactions to direct the 

self-assembly of molecular building blocks. Specifi cally, self-

assembling peptides offer numerous advantages as versatile 

and effi cient biomaterials. Inspired by biological signaling, 

supramolecular polymers have been decorated with different 

bioactive peptide sequences for a variety of regenerative med-

icine applications. Furthermore, peptide biomaterials can 

biodegrade rapidly by hydrolytic and enzymatic processes 

into natural amino acids. 

 The hierarchical assembly of peptide-based materials enables 

the crafting of materials organized from molecular to macro-

scopic scales. As an example, Stupp and co-workers’ monodo-

main gels can molecularly instruct cells to elicit a specifi c 

biological response by using peptide epitopes, but they can 

also instruct cells at the macroscopic scale to migrate along a 

specifi c direction.  33 

 Multiple-length-scale signaling to cells is of crucial impor-

tance in regenerative medicine, especially when functional 

recovery is about spatial control as it is for the regeneration 

of nervous tissue. Two important examples are spinal cord 

injury  145 , 146   and the regeneration of peripheral nerves.  147   –   149 

The number of hierarchically organized materials remains 

limited so far, mainly because of a lack of design rules for the 

formation of hierarchical structures. Although great progress 

has been made on rules for the self-assembly of molecules into 

nanostructures, adequate design rules that predict their assem-

bly into hierarchically ordered structures across various length 

scales are currently not available (with some exceptions  150  ). 

 Another horizon in the fi eld of supramolecular polymers 

is the development of stimuli-responsive dynamic materials. 

Self-assembled supramolecular architectures are optimal can-

didates for creating dynamic materials because the building 

blocks are not covalently fi xed, and the supramolecular forces 

that hold them together can be reconfi gured to change their 

properties. Engineering dynamic triggers that allow changes 

in the physical structure and chemical composition of a syn-

thetic matrix would be highly advantageous in mimicking the 

dynamic features of the ECM. This fi eld will continue to expand 

to create such functionally powerful materials, possibly combin-

ing macromolecules and supramolecular structures.     
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